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a', an' a'. O', it's owre the Bor-der, a-wa', a-wa'. It's owre the bor-der, a-

wa', a-wa'. We'll on an' we'll march to Car-lisle ha', Wi' its

yetts, its cas-tle, an' a', an' a'

(same tempo)
bonnets, feathers, and glitt'rin' gear, An' pi brochs soundin'
sweet and clear. O' wha is foremost o' a', O' wha does follow the
blaw, the blaw? Bon-nie Charlie, the Prince o' us a', hurrah! Wi' his
wha does fol-low the blaw, the blaw? Bon-nie Char- lie the Prince of us a' hur- rah! Wi' his

hun-dred pi-pers an' a', an' a'. Wi' hun-dred pi-pers an'

a', an'a', Wi' a hun-dred pi-pers an' a', an' a', We'll,
Full tempo, as fast as possible
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up an’ gie them a blaw, a blaw, Wi’ a hundred pi-pers an’ a’, an’ a’. An’

Full tempo, as fast as possible
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Slow - fast accel.
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